The diagnostic value of serial brain scanning.
A survey of the literature pertaining to several serial brain scanning procedures has been presented. These procedures include rapid brain imaging, sequential brain imaging, delayed from imaging, and follow-up brain imaging. Applications of these techniques to specific clinical problems have been stressed and the reported results reviewed. Thus, it has been indicated that rapid brain imaging is most useful in detecting lesions secondary to cerebrovascular disease but may also provide some helpful information pertaining to the differential diagnosis of other C.N.S. lesions demonstrated on subsequent static brain scans. Sequential brain imaging is a time-consuming adjunctive procedure which, however, can be extraordinarily helpful in a highly selected group of problem cases which present with relatively small lesions adjacent to normal anatomic structures which themselves have considerable radioactivity. Delayed brain imaging has the distinction of detecting the greatest number of intracranial lesions but is attended by tactical problems in maintaining an optimal patient flow through the department and also has the undesirable consequence of reduced information density and diminished image quality, unless greater radiation doses are injected. Follow-up brain imaging is useful in the differential diagnosis of cerebrovascular and neoplastic disease and in the assessment of effectiveness of radiation therapy.